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QFlights Feature5J 

iFlights web-based system with flexible graphical user interface, 

in order to facilitate system usability. High level security structure 

already implemented for any account login including users' 

authentication and authorization levels. I-Flights focus in covering 

core business of aviation companies . 

QFlights Extensibilityj 

!Flights is extensible system, can be also

integrated with third party systems i.e. 

mobile applications, web systems and desktop systems. 

V 

�ystem Technical Specifications\\ 

erating System 

The application will be a Web based .NET application 

with latest Framework running over latest version of 

Microsoft Windows Server and latest version of Internet 

Information Server IIS . 

abase engine 

Backend database should be implemented using MS SQL Server . 

nt end Will be developed using Microsoft C#, MVC 5, HTML 5 

, Angular JS, XML . 

a export/import options will be implemented using webAPi 

2.0 or MVC controllers which will be the layer to between 

presentation layer of system (web based, desktop or mobile) 

and business layer of application . 

bile a lication will be IOS and Android based. 

orts will be generated in these formats: PDF, CSV, Excel, 

RTF, XPS . 

iFlights 
API 

QFlights SecuritYJ 

V 

system security is based on ASP Net Identity 2.0 with OAuth integration with the 

following supported 

features: 

•Account Confirmation via email .

•Easy Integration of Claims-Based Authorization .

•Administrative management of Users and Roles .

•Security Token Provider to regenerate a user's .

•Two-Factor Authentication via email or SMS messaging.

•Account Lock-Out in response to invalid log-in attempts.

•security token in response to changes in security settings.





•Pilot License info page with color coding list for all expiry alerts in order to facilitate the 
license expiration follow up 

•Cabin Crew License info page with color coding list for all expiry alerts in order to facilitate 
the license expiration follow up  



•All Courses applied on certain pilot with taken and expiration dates

Operation Features when assign pilot
- iFlights  check if any pilots from the sector pilot list is must �y with other expert pilots
- iFlights  is check if any pilots from the current assignment sector pilot list is new release





Statistical Reports

•iFlights System list in professional view Flight Schedule grouped by Flights listing all �ight 
information (Clients, Route, DEP Time, Cockpit crew, Cabin crew and Arrival Time)

•Pilot total Hours report In details with showing the following statistics (total month hours, 
total observer time, Current year hour, Total on type and Grand total) all these times 



•iFlights view Schvedule Summary Report with all data 

•List with all Augmented Flights in speci�c date range

COMMERCIAL REPORTS

OPERATION REPORTS



CABINCREW REPORTS

STATISTICS REPORTS

TRAINING REPORTS



•Sector details screen in order to enable OCC specialists from feeding system with 
actual data coming from Voyage reports with all actual hours info, Crew, cargo 
and Fuel information 
Also iFlights designed with open interfacing model to interface with live apps to 
get automatic feeds to update Flights actual data.

Operational Control Center [OCC]

•After signing NDA agreement between I-Valley software solutions and Swiss 
Aviation to integrate iFlights with AMOS Maintenance software with the scope of 
updating AMOS system with all Actual �ying hours information for all registered 
aircrafts in the system 
In order to help the maintenance system from calculating all aircrafts 
maintenance programs. 

Maintenance and Engineering 

You can check out full features for MyI�ights Mobile App 
inside it's product Catalogue.
for more information to download this product catalogue 
please visit iFlights.aero website




